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Introduction
The Nigerian Electricity sector is one of the most significant in the country.
Asides from its potential for huge financial contribution to the economy, its
impact on businesses' growth and development is also invaluable.
The significance of electricity would reasonably explain why so much attention is
always directed at ensuring steady electricity supply. Nigeria’s electricity supply
profile reveals that a lot of reform programs have been undertaken to boost
electricity supply. In 2014, for instance, the electricity sector was privatised with
the hope of opening up the sector for better service delivery. This government’s
action saw to the division of the sector into three groups with each having its
own critical part to play in the provision of electricity to Nigerians.
One of the products of the 2014 privatisation is the Distribution Companies of
Nigeria (DisCos) responsible for, among other things, providing connection and
delivering electricity to consumers, and ensuring proper metering at all
connection points.
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Despite this privatisation, many issues are still being faced by the electricity
service providers in delivering great electricity supply.
In response to these issues, the Nigerian Electricity Commission (NERC),
targeting the DisCos, has issued guidelines on distribution Franchising in the
Nigerian Electricity Supply Industry (NESI).
This paper considers the objectives of the reform policies, its merits and
consideration for new entrants.
Distribution Franchising in the Nigerian Electricity
Supply Industry: An Insight

Objectives of the Distribution Franchising in the
Nigerian Electricity Supply Industry

In compliance with the provisions of Electricity Power Sector
Reform Act, the NERC licensed eleven (11) distribution
companies (DisCos) to undertake a host of regulated activities
among which are:

Distribution franchising objectives are similar across all
industries and NESI is not in any way different. Its objectives
are simply:

•

Connection of customers for the purpose of provision of
electric supply

•

Installation, maintenance and reading of meters

•

Billing and collection of electricity bills

Despite this, however, the DisCos have consistently struggled
to satisfy the stakeholders’ expectations in the provision of
access to reliable and safe electricity services to millions of
consumers within their franchise territories especially, the less
economically viable. It is against the backdrop of this
dissatisfaction, that DisCos sub-franchising became pertinent
to improve better quality delivery.
With the introduction of DisCos operations and coverage area
sub-franchise, improved quality electricity supply to endconsumer users through metering, billing, collection and
network rehabilitation and expansion is expected.

•

Increased business value;

•

Increased Profitability;

•

Penetration of other markets, in this case the local
environment of franchisee under the franchising
agreement;

•

Capital expansion, lower risk and rapid growth;

•

Increased productivity.

These objectives, if achieved, will ultimately benefit the
franchisor and their end-user consumers whom it aims to
provide better service.
Merits of the Guidelines on Distribution Franchising in
the Nigerian Electricity Supply Industry
One merit of the guidelines is the ability to facilitate the
implementation of quality service delivery to consumers and
address some of NESI's operational and liquidity challenges.
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It would also provide a great opportunity for DisCos to
leverage on emerging business opportunity structure and
technology to raise service quality delivery.
It forestalls the possibility of conflict of interest by precluding
parties related to DisCos such as its directors and
shareholders from entering into franchise agreement with
them.
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Revocation of Franchising Agreement: The guidelines
provide that NERC may on its own accord or based on a
third-party petition conduct enquiry into a franchise
agreement and if found to have breached laid down rules,
revoke agreements hitherto made and the DisCos will
continue the provision of electricity services previously
performed by the franchisee. Grounds for revocation are as
well contained in the Guidelines.

Guidelines on Distribution Franchising in the Nigerian
Electricity Supply Industry

Key Considerations for new entrants in the Industry

The “franchising Guidelines” released by the NERC contains a
wide variety of provisions. Over all, they are to help mitigate
losses that arise due to inadequate metering, inefficient
collection system and poor distribution infrastructure all from
the DisCos.

The Nigeria Electricity Supply Industry appears to be a viable
sector for private investors, especially with the new
guidelines on distribution franchising issued. However, there
still remains some boxes to be checked by private investors
before they make their entry into the industry. Some of these
considerations are discussed below.

A highlight of the key provisions will focus on: Applicable
Distribution Franchise Models, Validity of Franchising
Agreement, and Revocation of Franchising Agreement.
Distribution Franchise Models: Under this segment, the NERC
following public consultation, recognizes four (4) franchising
models to wit; (i) Metering, billing and collection; (ii) Total
management of electricity distribution function in a ring-fenced
area; (iii) Total Management of distribution feeders (iv) Loss
reduction and provision of embedded generation.
Very laudable, these franchise models are not cast in iron.
DisCos with innovative franchise models can approach the
NERC and get approval for such.
Validity of Franchising Agreement: By the provisions of section
4 of the Franchise Guidelines, DisCos cannot enter into any
franchising arrangement without NERC’s prior approval. They
are to obtain a “NO OBJECTION” from NERC. The guidelines
do not provide for a timeline within which NERC is mandated
to give its approval. However, the commission is to refrain
from unreasonable withholding of approval. Similarly, before
DisCos can obtain “NO OBJECTION” from NERC, there are
commercial and contractual considerations that they must
satisfy.

On the guidelines on conduct of interest, there appears to be
a lack of precision with regards to the provision barring
conflict of interest. It remains unclear if the parties extends to
minor shareholders or stakeholders of a different DisCos
seeking franchise agreement with another Disco where they
have no stake.
Also, it is a matter of concern that the Guidelines is silent on
key protections that investors would typically expect. To
illustrate, there is no clearly stated liability of a franchisee in
the event of a DisCos breach of terms/ conditions governing
its operations.
Due to the structure of the 2014 privatisation, it may be
difficult for the DisCos or any of its franchisee to
independently achieve better power supply. For emphasis,
the DisCos rely solely on the Generating and Transmission
Companies of Nigeria to supply electricity to consumers. If
there is no corresponding attention paid to the other two
groups involved in electricity generation and transmission, it
may be difficult for any investment in the DisCos to yield its
optimum returns.
The financial capacity of consumers in franchised areas
should also be a major consideration for new entrants.
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The poverty level in Nigeria is high; it would therefore be an
unguarded assumption that if power is supplied, people would
pay for it. Beyond supply, attention should be paid to financial
viability of consumers to settle the electricity bills without
delay. New entrants need to investigate the financial capacity
of end-user consumers in Franchised Areas to ascertain if
they can pay for the cost of electricity supply and how much
they are willing to pay.
One great thing, however, is that new entrants are now
afforded a level playing ground. Requirement of open
competitive approach as much as practicable in engagement
of prospective franchisees by DisCos as well as barring
conflict of interest have paved the way for new industry
players in NESI.
Asides this, a new developmental reform issued by the Central
Bank of Nigeria in August 2020 on the electricity market
collection as it concerns the DisCos may hold some ray of
hope for the consumers, private entities and even the DisCos
alike. The CBN in this reform, tend to ensure transparency in
the electricity sector.

“

Before now, DisCos had almost always hinged their
inefficiency on a very low collection rate of electricity tariff
which has been affecting its financial liquidity and contributing
to its revenue shortage. With this new CBN reform and with a
designated DisCos' electricity tariff account, commercial
banks can now directly collect electricity tariff payment from
consumers and be responsible for collecting all DisCos’
remittances to both Nigeria Bulk Electricity Trading Plc.
(NBET) and Transmission Company of Nigeria (TCN).
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It is believed that this new arrangement would help guarantee
transparency by ensuring that the cash inflow for DisCos
electricity tariff are available to pay down loans and all other
obligations to market stakeholders. It would also guarantee
the visibility of DisCos' cash flow from electricity tariff. Where
this is done, money would be properly monitored, and this
would help to mitigate credit risk, such that when loans are
given out to DisCos, their income on can be easily traced to
know and determine the loan performance.
One unclear thing however is whether the CBN has inherent
powers to direct the DisCos, a private entity, on how and
what method through which it will receive its income. It is
hoped that this issue would be urgently ironed out to avoid
friction.

Conclusion
The Guidelines on Distribution Franchising in the Nigerian
Electricity Supply Industry is a commendable development
for the industry. Its provision will promote franchising
arrangement which in the long run may be the game changer
for the electricity sector of the nation. However, lack of
effective implementation may dash the hope of progress the
Guidelines raise. It is hoped that proper attentions would be
paid to achieving the objectives of the guidelines franchising.
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